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CEI 031: Interview with Jonah Berger  

 

Megan 
Dougherty 

Hey, there, and welcome to episode number 31 of Connect, Engage, 
Inspire; the Firepole Marketing podcast with Danny Iny creator of 
Firepole Marketing and bestselling author of “Engagement from Scratch.” 
Online entrepreneurs like you tune in to this podcast every week to learn 
how to build an engaged audience that connects with their humanity and 
drives their business to success.  

Today’s episode is part of our old favorite series where we republish a 
really good piece of content that’s disappeared into our archives. In this 
case, it’s an excellent interview with Jonah Berger about his viral 
marketing book, “Contagious.” So let’s get on with the show.  

Danny Iny So Jonah, let’s start by getting everyone on the same page. You’ve written 
this amazing book called “Contagious” about why things catch on after 
having spent 10 years studying this stuff which has got to make you one of 
the world’s leading experts on this.  

And in your book, you presented a six-step formula for creating basically 
viral content. So at a high level, what are those six steps?  

Jonah Berger The six key steps are; social currency, which is people share things that 
makes them looks good; triggers, if something is top of mind, it’ll be tip of 
the tongue; emotion, when we care about something, we’re more likely to 
share it; public, something is visible, it’s much more likely to be imitated; 
practical value; useful information, news you can use; finally, stories, how 
information travels under the guise of idle chatter.  

Danny Iny Cool. And I don’t want us to go into a lot of detail about each of them, 
because first of all, I don’t think we have time in a short podcast, but also, 
I don’t want to spoil the pleasure of either reading the book or attending 
your live training webinar that you’re going to put on for us that we’ll 
everyone about at the end of this podcast.  

So what I was hoping we could so instead is I’d love for you share a few 
stories from the books that I noticed, that really jumped to my attention 
when I was reading through it, along with the lessons that they teach you 
about why things catch on. Does that work for you? 

Jonah Berger Sounds great.  
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Danny Iny Cool. So the first story that I wanted to ask you about was the whole Walt 
Disney World versus Cheerios thing. So can you explain to our listeners 
why in the world did Cheerios actually get more word of mouth exposure 
than Disney World?  

Jonah Berger If you think about those two brands, and someone asked you as I often do. 
This is sometimes my lead off question, and maybe I’ll make it the lead off 
to the webinar as well, which do you think gets more word of mouth; 
Cheerios or Disney? Almost everyone says Disney. Disney seems like a 
much more exciting, engaging experience, and isn’t that what people talk 
about, right? Things that are exciting or interesting or surprising.  

But when you actually look at the data, you find that Cheerios gets more 
word of mouth than Disney. And the reason is something I’ll call triggers. 
So Disney is a really engaging experience. When you go to Disney World, 
the week you come back, you talk about it a lot. But there are two issues; 
one, people don’t go very often. They don’t use the product very 
frequently. And two, when they’re not using it, there’s no reminder in the 
environment, what I’ll call a trigger, to make people think about it and 
talk about that story of having gone to Disney World.  

Cheerios is really boring. But people eat breakfast once a day, 365 days a 
year, and even if they don’t eat Cheerios for breakfast, they wheel their 
grocery cart through that aisle; they see the brand, making it more top of 
mind. And so even if they don’t go very often or consume Cheerios, they’re 
frequently reminded to think about it which makes them tried out stories 
and talk about it and share it.  

And so, I think the key insight there, one of the letters in the framework is 
triggers; what will remind people about your product or idea even if it’s 
not present. If I said peanut butter and—many people would fill on that 
blank, peanut butter and blank would say, “Well, jelly.” And the reason is 
that peanut butter triggers us to think about jelly. It’s almost like a little 
advertisement for jelly.  

And so you want to think about what’s your trigger that even if you’re not 
there, people are going to be reminded to think about it and make them 
talk about it and share you or your message.  

Danny Iny So, in other words, what can you tie about your message and your story to 
stuff that is present in the routine and environment of the people you 
want to reach anyways. So that’s going to kind of remind them of that.  

Jonah Berger Exactly. Well, it’s just like a song might remind you of a friend of yours or 
a smell might remind you of your grandma’s fresh baked cookies. What’s 
the thing in the environment, the thing in people’s daily lives, whether it’s 
a conversation topic, something they do every day, like, brushing their 
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teeth or something they do on the computer. When they get on the 
computer, they always do X, Y, Z. What’s going to trigger them to think 
about your product, your idea, cause them to use your product or idea and 
be more likely to share it?  

Danny Iny Cool. And a related concept that you discussed in the book is the idea of 
making things public. I guess that’s kind of the difference between pairing 
what you’re doing and what you’re talking about with something that’s 
already present in some of these environment and planting something 
there. You talked about the concept of behavioral residue, so maybe if you 
could explain that. And also to make it tangible, let’s say that I’m Disney 
World. I’m the CEO of the Walt Disney Corporation because that would 
fun. And bringing people into this like out of regular routine experience, 
it’s hard to tie that to something in their regular routine. What could we 
do to leave that behavioral residue so there will be trigger in their 
environment after the fact? 

Jonah Berger So the key notion behind behavioral residue is that people don’t just 
follow word of mouth, they also follow what others are doing. So even if 
someone doesn’t say they went to Disney World, if they did go to Disney 
World and you know about it that might make you more likely to go to 
Disney World. Just like if you live in an apartment building and you’re 
trying to figure out whether to carry an umbrella. You look outside to see 
whether other people are umbrellas. If lots of other people are carrying it, 
maybe I should as well.  

The more public something is, the easier it is to imitate what others are 
doing. But you can only imitate what you can see, so the idea of behavioral 
residue is when you come back from Disney World, for example, what’s 
the residue that’s going to stick around even if people don’t tell you they 
went to Disney World, how will you know that they did.  

So for example, those ears that people sometimes buy, if you were the 
CEO of Disney, I’d try to figure out, how can I get people to wear those 
ears more often. One, if you see someone in the workplace wearing or 
another kid at school, it’ll remind you of the time you went to Disney 
World and make you more likely to talk about it and share it. 

But two, if the first Friday of every month is Wear Ears to Work Day, then 
two, you’re going to see that and you’re going to realize, “Wow, lots of 
other people go to Disney World, maybe I should as well.”  

You can see this with triggers. For example, GEICO has a commercial out 
at the moment about hump day, showing a camel, and who’s happier 
saving money than a camel on hump day. If you look at the traffic for that, 
lots of people check out that video on online on Wednesday because 
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they’re triggered to think about it.  

And so, the key is what’s going to remind people of your idea or what 
triggers or what’s going to be public enough that even if they don’t talk, 
you see lot of other people having done something and you’re more likely 
to do it yourself.  

Danny Iny So for example, the Walt Disney World branded logo covered T-shirt that 
I might take home with me on vacation or the picture frame that has, you 
know, the magic castle at the bottom, those would be both be behavioral 
residue.  

Jonah Berger They would. But think about which of those is more likely to get displayed. 
So the t-shirt, I’m probably not going to wear to the office, where if Disney 
gave me a free frame with a free picture, you know, they often charge you 
for those things. But imagine they gave it away for free but they set it up 
as something you’d be more likely to have in the office rather than at 
home. Well now, suddenly, every time someone comes in your office, 
they’ll see that frame and they’ll be more likely to think about Disney 
World themselves and it’ll be more public that others are going.  

And so it actually could be worthwhile for Disney to give those things 
away rather than charge people because it will make it more likely that 
people see the brand.  

Danny Iny Uh-hmm, and the photo frame of you with your family at Disney World is 
perfect because it’s the kind of thing you’re going to want to put on your 
desk because it reminds you of the happy times you’ve had. But you also 
like what it says about you to other people; you’re a person that cares 
about your family and all that kind of stuff that we want to project about 
ourselves.  

Jonah Berger Yes, definitely.  

Danny Iny Cool. So I didn’t actually intend to get into that much depth, it just kind 
of—it’s hard to stop yourself when I’m talking about something so 
interesting.  

The next story I want you to share about—this is probably the story that 
was my favorite out of the whole book maybe because I’ve had my share of 
frustrating airline experiences as well. It’s the “United Breaks Guitar” 
story. So what happened there? What was that story and what were the 
conclusions out of that story that have helped you uncover about how 
emotions play into people’s likelihood to share and spread ideas?  

Jonah Berger “United Breaks Guitars” is an amazing example; this case where many of 
the viewers, listeners may know this but someone who’s riding United 
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Airlines as a musician. United broke this guitar during his trip. He was 
upset about it. He tried to get them to pay for it to be fixed. They wouldn’t 
it. So rather than just complaining, he came out with a song called, clearly 
enough, “United Breaks Guitars” that talked about his bad experience 
with United.  

And he didn’t just create this video, the thousands of people passed it on 
and shared it with others. Eventually, millions upon millions, United 
share price dropped $180 million over that time.  

Danny Iny And that time was only four days, right?  

Jonah Berger It went on—for the $180 million, it did go a little bit longer than that. But 
it got a huge amount of attention. And one of the reasons, if we think 
about why did people share that was because it evokes an emotion in 
them. It’s not just him that had that bad experience with airlines, we’ve all 
had bad experiences with airlines. But they haven’t just been negative. 
They’ve been a particular type of negative, which is anger-inducing.  

If it was sad—if that experience made us sad, we actually wouldn’t be as 
likely to share it with others because what our research found is that it’s 
that high-arousal emotions drive sharing, not any emotion but emotions 
that activate us that cause us to take an action. Think about what we do 
when we’re agree rather than when we’re sad. When we’re sad we want to 
curl up in a ball and do nothing. When we’re angry, we want to take some 
action. We want to yell at that customer service representative. We want 
to do something, and that doing something will make it much more likely 
that we talk and share.  

Danny Iny Or buy in a lot of cases.  

Jonah Berger Oh, definitely buy as well, yes.  

Danny Iny Actually, it reminds me—I have a good friend of mine. He’s running a kind 
of a boutique telecommunications firm. So they kind of do boutique 
installations of connectivity of like internet, cable and telephone and all 
that. And you think sales is the easiest thing in the world because they 
basically just do call to cold calling, call out business. They say, “Hi, I just 
want to ask you who are you with for your telecom services?” And they 
would say—you know, we’re in Montreal, so they’ll say Bell or Videotron 
or whatever.  

And he’d say, “How do you feel about those services?” And people would 
break into this 10-minute long rant about how angry they were, and by the 
time it was done, he’s like, “I didn’t even have to do anything for them to 
buy anything from me,” because people are just so angry and he was just 
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able to tap into that emotion. 

Jonah Berger Yes, exactly. Yeah. 

Danny Iny I can just imagine being on the receiving end of a call like that. I mean, I 
would... 

Jonah Berger Definitely.  

Danny Iny So let’s get to the third story. This was also a lot of fun. I hadn’t heard of 
this one. It’s a story about the swimming pool incident at the Athens 
Olympics, the Fool in the Pool story of Ron—I guess his name was 
Bensimhon—I don’t know if I’m pronouncing it right.   

Jonah Berger Bensimhon, yeah.  

Danny Iny Bensimhon. It’s ironic because that was kind of the point of your thing but 
I can’t actually remember which online casino he was advertising. So what 
was the story there?  

Jonah Berger So many companies and organizations and entrepreneurs and businesses, 
they want to craft content that would be shared. So they often think, “Ah, 
we have to do something really surprising, crazy, different, something that 
will stand out.” And indeed that can be good but there’s one key problem 
there; that sometimes, you do something that people pay attention to the 
thing but they don’t pay any attention to you.  

And so the key idea of crafting a Trojan Horse story was just what this 
concept in under in the book, is you don’t just want to create engaging 
content. You want it to carry you for the ride. For Ron Bensimhon, he 
actually broke into the Athen Olympics, climbed up to the 9-meter—
however it was—high dive, jumped off and did a huge belly flop on 
national and international television, in front of all these people wearing a 
tutu and some polka dot tights. Very remarkable. People commented 
about—oh, how could he get in with Olympic security, this is amazing, this 
is crazy that this happened, isn’t it a bad thing, is he going to go to jail—all 
these other things about the story.  

But at the same time, there was an interesting detail which is, he had 
painted across his chest the name of a UK betting site, GoldenPalace.com. 
And Golden Palace had actually paid him to this stunt. And their thought 
was “Wow! People are going to talk a lot about us because this is going to 
be so remarkable.” 

But the problem was, people did talk, and they talked a bunch about the 
story but they never mentioned GoldenPalace.com. And the reason was 
that story is equally good without mentioning the brand. It’s equally good 
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about the guy jumping off the high-dive, wearing those clothes. It’s an 
[engaging] narrative without that detail. And so the key question is; can 
you not only make a good story but you make a story that’s a Trojan Horse 
that carries your brand, your message, your idea along for the ride. 
Because if it doesn’t carry you with it, it’s not going to be very effective. 
It’s going to be a great piece of content but it’s going to help grow your 
business, grow your follower base or get you shares. You want them to 
share the content but remember you as well.  

Danny Iny And so, that’s an important takeaway there for our listeners is that, viral 
for the sake viral really isn’t good for anything. And you actually make a 
good point in the book that we don’t really have good data about how 
much of what’s viral is kittens and stuff like that versus not. You know, 
just because there are some viral videos of kittens, it doesn’t mean that 
kittens go viral as a rule.  

But even if that were the case, creating a video of a kitten with your logo at 
the bottom, even if it did go viral, it probably wouldn’t do much of 
anything for you.  

Jonah Berger Right. I mean, that—and by the way, if you just want to create content 
online for fun, that’s great. And that’s fantastic. But if your goal in creating 
this content is to get people to share your brand, to be more likely to 
purchase from you, to use your service in the future, then it’s not just 
about creating engaging content. It’s about creating engaging content that 
tracks back to you in some way shape or form.  

And so that’s the key of building a Trojan Horse story that carries you for 
the ride.  

Danny Iny Cool. So I want to focus on implementation. So I’m going to ask now—this 
is the last question I always ask anyone that I interview and I’m hoping we 
can spend a good few minutes, kind of, exploring this. So this is the 
question. Let’s say that the people listening to this have been so impressed 
by what you’ve explained today. They’re like, “Wow! There is a 
predictability and the controllability to what gets people to talk and share. 
And there’s a huge value to getting people to talk and to share my message 
and my story and my brand and my ideas. And if this is something that 
was controllable, wow, this is something that I really need to be doing 
something about.”  

So they’ve really impressed by this idea, and they’re so convince that they 
actually have to do something with this information in their business, so 
they’ve cleared three hours this afternoon to get started. So, what should 
they do with those three hours?  

Jonah Berger I think the best place to start would be to go to jonahberger.com, my 
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website. It’s just J-O-N-A-H-B-E-R-G-E-R, and download the free 
workbook. It’s under the resources tab. It’s entirely free. It’s basically a 
version of a workshop that I would lead a company through if I was 
working for them in a consulting capacity. And I often do these sort of 
workshops. But there’s so much demand, I couldn’t do it for everybody.  

I would sit down with that workbook, and what it’ll help you do is first, to 
figure out what that message that you want to travel in? What’s the key 
idea, who do you want to share it, and why? And then building on that, 
building on that sharp key message, using the six-key steps, figuring out 
what social currency, will it make someone look good by sharing this 
message?  

What are the triggers? What will remind people that my product or my 
idea exists? What’s the emotion that people are feeling right now and how 
can I harness that emotion or build it up even further? What’s the 
practical value and useful information? How can I make my product more 
public? How can I find a story—a Trojan Horse story that will carry my 
message along for the ride?  

And so the workbook will help you think through these ideas, and in 
coordination with “Contagious” help you make your content more likely to 
be shared.  

Danny Iny Cool. And can you share some examples of some really cool viral 
campaigns, or projects that have come out of that kind of work so that our 
listeners will know what they’re shooting for.  

Jonah Berger Oh, definitely. So I was just recently—at Vanguard actually last week, and 
this was leading a workshop but working with them to design some new 
content for them to post that’ll be more likely to be shared because it’s a 
sharper message than they’ve had before. Or just a couple of days ago 
actually, I received a great note from a company called Photobucket. It’s 
actually increased their number of people talking about their campaigns 
by 400 percent by using the workbook and following the six key steps in 
there.  

So, yeah, all sorts of companies and organizations are using these ideas, 
from big businesses to small ones. I’m actually working with an offshoot 
of major league baseball to come up with some contagious content for 
them based on the principle. So the psychology is the same but how to 
apply it, you need to think about the particular industry.   

Danny Iny Awesome. And the great takeaways that when it comes to creating 
contagious content, you don’t need a giant marketing budget. You don’t 
need tons of resources. It’s not like trying to put together a Super Bowl ad 
or like stuff on TV that’s going to cost you hundreds of thousands of 
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dollars. Mostly, what you need is some time and some good thinking and 
some resourceful, creative work. And all you need for that is some quite 
time, the great thinking that you’ve got the ability to put together with 
what you’ve got between your ears, and of course, Jonah’s book.  

So, on that note, Jonah, thanks so much for taking time to do this. And 
I’m looking forward to seeing you on the webinar.  

Jonah Berger I’m looking forward to it as well.  

Megan 
Dougherty 

Thanks for tuning in. You were just listening to Connect, Engage, Inspire; 
the Firepole Marketing podcasts. If you enjoyed the show, we’d very much 
appreciate a rating and review here on iTunes. And make sure to head 
over to firepolemarketing.com where you can get free access to top rated 
marketing books, dozens of special reports on engagement and audience 
building, access to expert Q&A and a whole lot more.  

And of course, stay tune for upcoming episodes on marketing engagement 
and successful online business. 
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